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STANDING COMMITTEE ON COMMUNITY AFFAIRS AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Thursday, January 20, 2005

9:00 a.m.

Wilfred Arsenault (PC)(Chair):    Good morning
everyone.  Welcome to yet another committee
meeting, first committee meeting for the Standing
Committee on Community Affairs and Economic
Development.  I also welcome members of the
media and I understand students from Holland
College in the media program, journalism program
- welcome.  

We now have a quorum.  I understand there may
be another member or two of this.  I believe one
more member may come up.  Richard may be
arriving a little later on; however, we’ll have to get
moving and there he is.  Good morning, Richard.

Richard Brown (L): Hi guys.  

Honourable Philip Brown (PC):  How are you
doing?

Wilfred Arsenault (PC)(Chair): The motion as
presented in the Legislature, as approved in the
Legislature this spring, this fall, I should say, this
past fall is attached to the agenda.  Yes, we’ll get
to that but, first of all, we have to approve the -
We’ll need a motion to approve the agenda as
presented.  

Unidentified:  Seconded.

Wilfred Arsenault (PC)(Chair): Okay, thank you.
It’s been moved and seconded that the motion or
the agenda be approved as presented.  All those
in favour, signify by saying, aye.

Committee Members:  Aye.

Wilfred Arsenault (PC)(Chair): Contrary minded.
Motion approved.

Okay, the Motion - there’s a bunch of “whereases”
there.  We’ve discussed them in the  Legislature at
length.  I’m not going to go over them this morning
but I will go over the loan, “Therefore Be It
Resolved”, and it reads as such: That the issue of
attracting new immigrants to Prince Edward Island
be forwarded for study and consultation to the
Standing Committee on Community Affairs and
Economic Development.

So as the agenda reads: Item No. 2 - The object of
this meeting this morning will be to come up with a
plan for this committee.   Eva, you have a
question?

Eva Rodgerson (PC): Yes, I guess when I was
looking at the last end “Whereas”, you know, and
it named different people that have a role to play,
you know, in this, I just wanted to suggest that
some of the people that we may want to bring in,
you know, for their viewpoint on how we can do a
better job of supporting new immigrants and, you
know, get some feedback.  There where it says
“colleges, universities”, I’m sure there’s a large
number of people here from probably different
countries, you know, so I thought that might be a
good place to start is with some of the groups that
where we say have a role to play in this.  So I think
it would be good to get feedback from some of
those groups mentioned in the second last, in the
second last “Whereas”.

Wilfred Arsenault (PC)(Chair): Okay.  So as a
committee member, would you be ready to provide
some of these names and bring them forward so
an official invitation could be made?  Is that the
point that you’re making?

Eva Rodgerson (PC): Well, I don’t know if I have
names but I think - I wouldn’t have the specific
names but I would like students at UPEI, if we
have a, do we have a way of contacting–do they
have a group there that - You know, is there a
mechanism to seek input from maybe immigrants
that’s already in the province as to what we could
be doing, you know, to get some understanding of
some of the things that they feel we could do to
improve things for landed immigrants and
regulatory bodies.  The Department of Immigration
is right here in Charlottetown.  I think it would be
good to have some people come in from there
because I know I’ve talked to them in the past
when people have come across things they need
to work through and it might be interesting if we
could have them come and speak to us as well.

Wilfred Arsenault (PC)(Chair): Very good.

Eva Rodgerson (PC): Especially when they’re
right here in the community.
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Wilfred Arsenault (PC)(Chair): Thank you.
Richard.

Richard Brown (L): Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
There was a study done the first time I was here in
the Legislature - 1997, ‘98, and ‘99, the
government had a population strategy and they
met at UPEI and they had all kinds of meetings.
Maybe it’s good to review that strategy that was
put together in the late nineties and see why it
didn’t work, first of all.   Also, yesterday’s meeting
on agriculture with GMO, we had a research
person provided to us by the Legislature.  That
person put an excellent preliminary backgrounder
together for the committee.  

I think maybe we should get someone of similar
caliber to put something together for us, a
backgrounder  to say: Okay, here’s what’s been
done in the past.  ‘Cause I read her report last
night and it’s very comprehensive and it sets the
stage for good.  It’s no good us just sitting here
and listening to the public coming in and, you
know, making comments and all that.  We don’t
know the history of it or why the previous
population strategy didn’t work and, you know, I
would recommend that we get someone in to put
a package together for us to brief us before we go
to the public meetings in order so we can have a
good conversation when they come forward.  It’s
no good getting a bunch of people in front of us
here making a comment and we don’t know what
they’re talking about or we don’t have any idea.  I
prefer to do my homework before I get the people
in.  Anyway, if you could do that.

Wilfred Arsenault (PC)(Chair): So perhaps this
could be part of our next meeting.  We’ll come up
with - and if there’s any suggestions from
committee members here as far as who would be
the right person.

Richard Brown (L): Well, whoever done the last
population study would be a good person if that
person is still around.

Wilfred Arsenault (PC)(Chair): Yeah, okay, very
good.  Mr. MacAleer.

Wes MacAleer (PC): Yes.  There was Atlantic
Provinces Economic Council had an Atlantic
summit in Moncton in September and one of the
topics that was brought forward by the feature
speaker, Frank McKenna, was this whole issue of

immigration and population.  I’m not suggesting
that we’re going to get a Frank McKenna but I
would suggest that maybe if we contacted
Elizabeth Beale, who is the Executive Director of
the Atlantic Provinces Economic Council and ask
them either for papers that may have been written
with respect to this issue from an Atlantic
perspective or maybe we could coincide our
meetings with a representative from the council or
from that group that it might bring to bear some
information that they have gathered.  

The other - My colleague, Eva here, mentioned
about the importance of immigration being a
federal responsibility and, recently, I heard a
program on the radio where one of the Members of
Parliament was indicating from the Toronto area
that over 60 per cent of his time was being spent
on immigration matters.  

Unidentified: (Indistinct) 

Wes MacAleer (PC): No, no, and I didn’t get the
complete interview but it was interesting to note
that whereas Island MLAs may be concerned
about jobs,federal MPs are concerned about
immigration.  Now I think my suggestion here
might be considered to be an opportunity to dump
on our MPs, but it isn’t.  I’m just wondering if we
would have a Member of Parliament come and
address the issue from that perspective and they
may have some suggestions and I don’t know
which member we should invite.  

I’m just saying because it’s a federal responsibility
they have a perspective on this and it could well be
that they might be able to influence one of their
colleagues who might be more involved or may
have a better perspective on this to come forward
and it’s only - I’m making this suggestion because
of the fact that I heard this program and it seems
to be on top of my topic in among the federal MPs.
And I think my colleague Brown’s suggestion that
the population strategy be reviewed is important.
Maybe we could get the chairman or the correct
people to put that together.  Maybe that might be
one of the very first things we should do.  

Wilfred Arsenault (PC)(Chair): Okay so perhaps
that, you know, those are very good suggestions
and - 

Wes MacAleer (PC): Sorry.  I don’t want to
dominate this.  I’m not even on this committee but
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anyway, the other group that I think we should
bring to the table that I’ve had some experience
with are volunteer groups who have a role in
welcoming new immigrants.

Honourable Philip Brown (PC): Like the PEI
Multicultural . . .(Indistinct)

Wes MacAleer (PC): Yeah, yeah.  There are a
number of church groups as well who work with
people who have a hands-on understanding of
what it takes to keep people in this community and
the difficulties they have so I’m just not sure who
they might be but I’m sure that a little research
would indicate who they might be.

Wilfred Arsenault (PC)(Chair): What about the
nominee program?  There’s someone at the
provincial level involved in a nominee program?

Honourable Philip Brown (PC): Well, I think we
should get a better understanding of what it is.

Wilfred Arsenault (PC)(Chair): Absolutely!

Honourable Philip Brown (PC): It’s usually
related to skill shortage or labour shortage in a
particular discipline.  It becomes where we
nominate or it makes - I don’t understand it very
well because it might make the immigration
process more, happen quicker or because of we
identify a particular skill that our economy needs or
our society needs and then we can go through the
process.  We nominate them as a province, right.
That’s the way the nominee program works I think.

Eva Rodgerson (PC): Yeah, If I nominated you
(Indistinct). My understanding is of the immigration
process sometimes moves faster if there’s
somebody that’s going to be responsible.  You
know in your district there, Wilfred, the church that
assisted the family that’s living in Evangeline.

Wilfred Arsenault (PC)(Chair): Yes.

Eva Rodgerson (PC): They would probably be
like a nominee for that family, wouldn’t they?

Wilfred Arsenault (PC)(Chair): Exactly, that’s the
way it works, yes. Any other comments?

Richard Brown (L): Just one point.

Wilfred Arsenault (PC)(Chair): Richard.

Richard Brown (L): What’s (Indistinct) that keeps
- Let’s face it.  We’re a small province.  This is an
issue bigger than our province I think.  It’s a
Maritime issue.  If all our sister provinces are
having a problem - New Brunswick and Nova
Scotia; they’re all looking at the same thing we’re
looking at here.  Maybe if we could go through the
Council of Maritime Premiers like you suggested or
something along there to say: Okay, what are
other people doing?  You know, I wouldn’t mind,
Mr. Chairman, you reviewing that or, you know,
through you and through your Clerk there to see
what’s going on in other provinces and even to
meet with them because I personally think Atlantic
Canada is having a problem, Central Canada,
Toronto.  It’s getting like the urban rural divide.  

You know, people are moving from the rural area
to the urban area in small provinces and provinces
across the country but we also have it in the
country where people are just that are coming to
this country are just saying: Look.  I’m going to
bypass the outside of Toronto and move right to
Toronto so I think maybe - That’s, like PEI, let’s
face it, we’re pretty small and for us to put a
comprehensive strategy together concerning
immigration and population strategy without our
sister provinces is pretty difficult, and I would think.
Like Wes said here, let’s look around and see what
others are doing and let’s see if we can co-
operate.  

The resolution of this committee may be let’s have
a joint Maritime strategy because we’re all affected
by it.  Let’s face it.  We’re 135,000 people.  We’re
not going to lead the pack here.  We’re going to
have to work with our sister provinces in Atlantic
Canada especially, so that kind of strategy could
come out of it - no problem.

Wilfred Arsenault (PC)(Chair): Okay, so the point
has been made that we need to better equip
ourselves with information as far as immigration is
concerned so next meeting, we’ll invite the
appropriate resources to come forward and give us
presentations on that subject.

Richard Brown (L): And if they’re concentrating
on it, if the feds are like - It’s like the power of
government is in Ottawa so if they’re concentration
and Immigration Canada and everything is
concentrated towards bringing them there because
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the resources are there and everything’s there,
then maybe it’s time to decentralize that a bit like
they’ve done in Quebec.

Wes MacAleer (PC): I think, Mr. Chair, once you
get a few knowledgeable people in this area, our
agenda can expand quite substantially and then
the problem will be, you know - 

Honourable Philip Brown (PC): How do you
contain it?  How do you come to a conclusion on
this?

Wes MacAleer (PC): Yeah, cause there’s a lot of
people involved with this including an invitation to
some people who have gone through the exercise
of moving here and what do they experience and
what are their difficulties?  It will be interesting to
hear from them.

Wilfred Arsenault (PC)(Chair): It would also be
interesting to speak to people that have
immigrated to Prince Edward Island and have
stayed here for a short period of time and then
have moved on to the bigger centers of this
country.

Richard Brown (L): Right on.  Right on.

Honourable Philip Brown (PC): Because we all
know that’s a challenge.

Wilfred Arsenault (PC)(Chair): Absolutely!  Yes.

Honourable Philip Brown (PC): We, as a
community, need to be more open and receptive
and welcoming because I know I have a sister-in-
law who went through the process.  It is a
challenge to live in rural PEI coming from halfway
across the world.  It’s a very, very different world
than we have.  I think isn’t the objective as stated
in the “Whereases” that we as a province
understand the need to grow our population and
that’s what “A Place to Stay” was about and we
see this as an important issue that’s going to face
us so how do we - Do we have an objective as a
committee? Are there outcomes that we’re hoping
to achieve?  Are we just going to study the issue?

I think the promoter of the resolution would like to
have some direction on this as to what are
achievable.  I don’t know if I would agree or
disagree with my colleague, Mr. Brown, on
whether or not “A Place to Stay” failed.  This is a

challenging area and that’s the way to categorize
it.  I think it was a document that identified the
situation and hoped to expand our population.
The, as pointed out in the resolution, that we have
a huge challenge to get our head around what a
declining birthrate is doing to the demographic in
our society.  It’s going to create labour shortages.
It just has to.  It has to translate.  How do we as a
community collectively come to strategies around
that.  It’s not negative or positive.  It’s just the
reality. Immigration, I think, we are concluding and
I think we’ve always concluded in Canada that
immigration was a big part of the makeup of our
society and the powers that were ahead of us
encouraged immigration to Canada to populate
and so - 

Eva Rodgerson (PC): I’m reading though that are
many countries are struggling the same as much
as Canada.  There’s many countries that’s
struggling with the same idea, trying to attract
more people from different countries.  I don’t know
where I read that article but it’s not that long ago,
a couple of months ago.  It’s not just Canada that’s
been using this approach and so, again, you know,
part of it is if I can immigrate to a country that’s
close to my own culture, I don’t know if that would
have an effect on us or not.  I remember reading
that that we weren’t the only country that was
struggling with it. 

Helen MacDonald (PC): We could start with the
book and find out what they found as their
challenges and rather than repeat all of the same
things that are in the book, if we could start with
that and then move on to their - Perhaps they
could give us a lot of ideas that we wouldn’t have
to repeat and then we go from there as to where
maybe we should, whether it should be a Maritime
union or whatever but I just wonder if the writer or
the presenter or whoever from that book would
give us an awful lot more ideas and maybe keep
us from floundering around.

Wilfred Arsenault (PC)(Chair): This report was
adopted 1999 and 200 and some pages.  I know
there’s a lot of committee meetings lately and I
know that you’re, I know that committee members
are really into a reading mode at the moment so
this will certainly feed your appetite.  Okay, we’ve
had some excellent suggestions here this morning.

We also have to look at formalizing the general
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invitation to the public to come forward and this
would normally, I guess, as the committee
proceeds, we place ads in newspapers to do this
invitation.  I guess in conjunction with this we have
to make a decision as far as a deadline is
concerned for groups or individuals to bring
forward submissions so any thoughts on that?

Honourable Philip Brown (PC): Just one could
comment on that.  I don’t know who is doing the
design work for your ads lately but I thought the
ones encouraging the public to participate in the
GMO discussion was a nice ad.  It was more
attractive and caught my eye a lot quicker than the
normal ads from the Assembly so it should be duly
noted that the layout design or our ad department
is much approved.

Marian Johnston (Committee Clerk):    That ad
actually got a very good response, a higher
response, than I had been with getting with the
older style.  Of course, it’s the subject matter but a
lot of people commented, as you did, that it was
eye-catching.

Honourable Philip Brown (PC):  So very good.
Job well done. And I know like, like there are - We
want to advertise to the public but there’s also
invited groups that we want to attend, like the PEI
newcomers or probably people from Immigration
Canada and others that have been working on this
so - 

Helen MacDonald (PC):    But do you want to
bring those people in until we find out actually?
Maybe in this booklet they’ll tell us: No, that
wouldn’t be the area I would repeat again.  I would
go maybe in this area.  If we have someone that’s
very knowledgeable in this book that could guide
us, I would think that then we could do some
invitations after that.  Is there anyone that we know
that has a real good knowledge of this book here?

Richard Brown (L):    The person that wrote that
probably knows. . .(Indistinct) .

Honourable Philip Brown (PC): Frank Ledwell.

Eva Rodgerson (PC): Right.

Honourable Philip Brown (PC): You should invite
Mr. Ledwell in.

Eva Rodgerson (PC): Like it takes (Indistinct)

Wilfred, I’ll just say that I don’t know who the head
person here is of immigration.  I think the idea of
our MPs is good but if I’m dealing with people with
their problems and their struggles every day, I
probably have a good broad understanding of
some of the challenges that they’re facing just like
when you talked about your sister-in-law.  Is there
a head person that works over in Immigration
Canada here, well, just over here, isn’t it?

Richard Brown (L): We can’t get a passport on
the Island, it has to go to Halifax.

Eva Rodgerson (PC): You have to go over there
to get your picture taken.

Richard Brown (L): No, no, not for you to get your
picture taken.

Eva Rodgerson (PC): You used to.

Richard Brown (L):     The MPs is shifted to
Ottawa.  That’s one of their services they provide.

Eva Rodgerson (PC): But anyway, I just wonder
if there’s somebody.  I think that person just for
information for us could probably give us an
overview of what -

Helen MacDonald (PC):  Before we send out
invitations.

Eva Rodgerson (PC): Well, I think it would be
good to have someone, like the Department of
Education because if I’m dealing with these
people, there could be somebody that’s been
working with immigration for 15 years.  Have they
saw any improvements or you know?  Sometimes
the people in the front line have a real good
understanding of - 

Wilfred Arsenault (PC)(Chair): Okay.  With the
gist of the, gist of the comments that I’ve just
heard, for the next meeting we’ll invite someone
from Immigration Canada to come forward.  We’ll
also invite someone from the committee that struck
this, that adopted this, that wrote this document to
come forward and give us an overview of this
report and I would think that that probably would
be enough information to look after one meeting I
would think.   Mr. MacAleer.

Wes MacAleer (PC): Just, and not a reflection on
the Clerk but just in terms of our capacity as a
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committee, would it be advisable to second
somebody from the province to give us some
assistance, you know, in terms of writing our final
report of recommendations and I don’t know who
that person would be.  I don’t know who in the
province has familiarity with this issue but, surely,
somebody more than anyone must be out there
that we could ask to be in attendance at our
meetings that would be pleased to be a part of our
group and would assist us in writing the final
report.  I don’t know.  I  want to present that as a
question rather than a suggestion.  Is that
something that - ?  Yeah, okay.

Unidentified: (Indistinct) if it works out.

Richard Brown (L): (Indistinct) 

Wes MacAleer (PC): Well, whoever.  I’m not
suggesting where we look.  I just think that having
a person, a note taker and somebody who can
present our presentation.

Richard Brown (L): But we shouldn’t limit it to
government.  If there’s somebody that wrote that
report that did it out at Island Studies, we should
be able to get some money in order to bring that
person aboard if we’re really serious with this.

Wilfred Arsenault (PC)(Chair): Is there any of
you that do not have a copy of this report?

Helen MacDonald (PC): I probably have it if I can
find it.  So when did we get it?

Wilfred Arsenault (PC)(Chair): The report was
adopted in 1999.

Helen MacDonald (PC): See I never come ‘til
2000, so maybe . . .

Wilfred Arsenault (PC)(Chair): Okay.

Helen MacDonald (PC): If I have a second one
home, I’ll bring it back.

Wilfred Arsenault (PC)(Chair): Anyone wanting
a copy of the report can perhaps get in touch with
the Clerk.

Marian Johnston (Committee Clerk):    They’re
actually at the printer’s office.  I’ll have to have
some made, okay.

Wilfred Arsenault (PC)(Chair): Put your order in.
Okay, are we ready to - 

Marian Johnston (Committee Clerk):    Maybe
that should be for next meeting, do you think?

Wilfred Arsenault (PC)(Chair): Okay.  Perhaps in
order for us to proceed in an educated fashion, it’s
probably best that we limit our activities for the
time being to getting more information; and getting
a better understanding of the immigration situation
on Prince Edward Island and at the next meeting,
at the end of the next meeting, we’ll be in a better
position to decide to discuss the issue of the
submissions.

Any other item for discussion at this time?

Marian Johnston (Committee Clerk):       When
would you like to meet again, Mr. Chairman?

Wilfred Arsenault (PC)(Chair): Next meeting.

Honourable Philip Brown (PC): I understand that
there’s a few committees meeting at the same
time.  Tonight, this afternoon’s meeting will
probably wrap up the Public Accounts.

Marian Johnston (Committee Clerk):    No, I
don’t think so.

Honourable Philip Brown (PC): Okay.

Richard Brown (L): Is this the committee that
would handle the fish hatchery, Cardigan Fish
Hatchery, environmental issues?  Like it’s about to
close or shut down.  I think we should be reviewing
that before it is shut down?  Is this the committee
or is it the environment committee or what
committee?  I want to bring it up somewhere.

Wilfred Arsenault (PC)(Chair): Fisheries and
Agriculture maybe.

Richard Brown (L): Okay.

Marian Johnston (Committee Clerk):    There is
a fisheries committee and the chairman is here.

Honourable Philip Brown (PC): Fisheries,
agriculture (Indistinct) .

Richard Brown (L):     Well, is it a fisheries issue?
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Honourable Philip Brown (PC): Fisheries, Inter-
governmental.

Wes MacAleer (PC): I think so.

Marian Johnston (Committee Clerk):    
Transportation.

Honourable Philip Brown (PC): The chair is
present, so if you want to make a request to him.

Richard Brown (L): No, I think we should do it.

Wilfred Arsenault (PC)(Chair): I, next meeting is
- Next, so next week is not an option as far as a
meeting?

Marian Johnston (Committee Clerk):    What
about Tuesday, February 1st?

Eva Rodgerson (PC):   We’re going to be here for
a meeting February 2nd.

Marian Johnston (Committee Clerk):      Yes,
you are.

Wilfred Arsenault (PC)(Chair): Tuesday.

Marian Johnston (Committee Clerk):     It’s a
Tuesday.

Wilfred Arsenault (PC)(Chair): February 1st.

Marian Johnston (Committee Clerk):    Would
that date work for people in the afternoon?

Eva Rodgerson (PC): I’m trying to think.  Our
other meeting on the second is agriculture.

Marian Johnston (Committee Clerk):    It’s
agriculture.

Eva Rodgerson (PC): It’s agriculture, but the time
of it?

Marian Johnston (Committee Clerk):    One-
thirty is what I’ve got down.

Eva Rodgerson (PC):   Okay, that’s in the
afternoon.  There’s some times on one of those
days we’re only here for a couple of hours.  It’s
nice to be able to have another one on the same
day.

Marian Johnston (Committee Clerk):    I think
agriculture is going to be, well - 

Eva Rodgerson (PC):  Well, I don’t know because
a lot of times, there’s - 

Helen MacDonald (PC):    Next Tuesday is
agriculture.  

Eva Rodgerson (PC):   There’s three of us
travelling.

Marian Johnston (Committee Clerk):    In two
weeks time.

Eva Rodgerson (PC): Like today, we’ll be going
home at - 

Marian Johnston (Committee Clerk):    I have to
review my notes to tell you the truth.

Richard Brown (L):    (Indistinct)

Helen MacDonald (PC):    So do you know if
there’s anything else on the first?

Eva Rodgerson (PC):  Why don’t we put it on the
same day?

Richard Brown (L): Everyday.  The Meetings are
(Indistinct) going up.

Marian Johnston (Committee Clerk):    What
about Friday?  Is Friday a good day?

Eva Rodgerson (PC): I just find that three hours
driving on Tuesday for a two-hour meeting; three
hours Wednesday for a two-hour meeting, three
hours Friday, you know.

Marian Johnston (Committee Clerk):    What
about Thursday, the 3rd in the afternoon?

Eva Rodgerson (PC): It wouldn’t make any
difference then ‘cause it’s still - 

Marian Johnston (Committee Clerk):      Well,
there’s Climate Change in the morning.  

Eva Rodgerson (PC): Are you in Climate Change,
Wilfred?  Is any of us on?

Eva Rodgerson (PC):   It would be nice to co-
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ordinate some of them if we can.

Honourable Philip Brown (PC): Last Friday
(Indistinct) .

Helen MacDonald (PC): Well, why don’t we just
start for the first one, have it on the first ‘til we get
this one over with.  

Eva Rodgerson (PC): We’ll be going every week,
three and four days.  That’s what I fine.

Wilfred Arsenault (PC)(Chair): We’ll have it on
the afternoon 1:30 February 1st.

Richard Brown (L): Great!

Wilfred Arsenault (PC)(Chair): Motion for
adjournment.  So moved. 


